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Houston, Texas
CB&I NET Power

B&W Energy Services assisted the development of NET Power in collaboration 

with CB&I, creating a unique product that introduces an eco-friendly approach to 

power plants.

NET Power, a thermal demonstration power plant, supports an innovative natural gas 

power system producing virtually zero emissions into the atmosphere. CB&I brought 

B&W Energy Services onboard to handle all critical systems cleaning.

“B&W was eager to accept the opportunity to extend our pre-planning and 

commissioning expertise on behalf of this impactful and potentially industry changing 

project,” said Chief Operating Officer, Joel Babin.

The power system produces cost-effective electric power through a high-pressure, 

supercritical carbon dioxide oxy-fuel power cycle. NET Power stands out against 

competitors thanks to its potential to challenge all existing fossil technologies. 

Rather than releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, NET Power produces 

pipeline-quality, high pressure carbon dioxide.

In addition to producing clean, pressurized carbon dioxide, the plant eliminates 

virtually all air emissions, produces lower cost electricity than traditional power 

plants, generates an additional and separate revenue stream from the sale of 

carbon dioxide for enhanced oil recovery and requires no water in the air 

cooled configuration.

CARIBOO PULP  
& PAPER MILL

Quesnel, British Columbia

B&W Energy Services is partnering with TES Group and West Fraser on 

the Cariboo Pulp & Paper Mill project located in Quesnel, British Columbia, 

Canada. Having worked with B&W on past projects, TES chose B&W to 

execute professionally engineered steam blow services on the pulp and 

paper mill’s new boiler system.

The project’s time frame for execution posed a particular challenge 

for the project, having only a narrow schedule window to perform 

the steam blow. B&W Energy Services’ expertise and ability to meet 

required timelines were contributing factors to the success of 

this project, and B&W looks forward to continuing their growing 

partnership with TES Group.
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